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This book was listed as a "sticker book" which means to me that you use the stickers in the book.

This book was a nice book which included a couple pages of stickers, but they were not for the

book. They were to be used elsewhere. I was disappointed.

This is a great book for travel. It is paperback and lightweight. Great for any truck-loving kid!Yes, the

stickers don't necessarily go in the book but my 2-year old stuck them in anyway. They are also not

too sticky so you can lift them up if they have been stuck onto the text.

If you have a child who loves trucks this is a GREAT book. Each picture has a little rhyme next to it

so there is plenty to look at and plenty to talk about. The pictures are sharp, the colors are bright

and the rhymes are both smart and short!The stickers are an added bonus. You don't put them in

the book, they are just some fun stickers to put anywhere else.

My 3 year old loves this little book...and loves using what he's learned to identify trucks, tractors,



and heavy equipment while we're out and about. It is his favorite thing to do when we have special

Mommy-Boy time. (It does not compare to getting muddy and building stuff with Daddy, though). As

for the stickers...nice, but stickers mixed with my son are a recipe for long hours prying adhesive off

of furniture.

My son is 2 1/2 and my step daughter is 6 and they both love these books! There are a few in the

series - I love dino's, I love the farm, I love animals, and this one, I love trucks. All of them are great!

I bought 'I love trucks' and loved it so much, that I bought all the rest. The layout and presentation of

the books are very unique, and easily keep a young child's attention. Obviously, this one is great for

boys. The stickers survive through multiple re-stickings. Would recommend this series, and all of the

Priddy books to any parent! Though, I would say to be aware that the stickers are not to be used in

the book, which I assumed when I first bought.

Great book with stickers of vehicles. The stickers don't stick terribly well - which is good or bad

depending on what you want the stickers for.I removed the sheet of stickers in the middle of the

book, so now it's just a regular book that happily lives in our 'restaurant' bag for our 2.5yo son. He'll

'read' it to anyone who will sit with him!

My toddler LOVES this book. It has simple little rhymes for each vehicle and I hear him repeating

them to himself later while playing on his own. It is a small book and some of the pages are starting

to rip, but for how many times we have read this book it is no wonder. The stickers are long gone,

but the book it still a hit.

My son is obsessed with this book. He's had it for almost a year but because it's just a paperback its

been destroyed by him and his baby brother. I love that there is a rhyme that goes with each truck.

He's 25 months and can recite every truck/car/boat in this book. I'm buying another to replace the

old. I wish it came in the hard back version...
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